To 'Hack' and Back: The Professional Actor as Researcher
by Martin Julien
Few things are more anathema to most professional actors in the theatre than the idea that what they do is 'research.' That there is a strain of anti-intellectualism inherent within many training programs and rehearsal halls when it comes to the actor's work has been well recognized both inside and outside of the academy. The professional qualities that are most valorized within the industry are technical mastery-often referred to as 'chops'-and a gift for behavioural and emotional identification. 'Chops' can take many forms: resonant voice production, clear word articulation, a supple and responsive body, the ability to memorize pages of text easily and accurately, the ability to reproduce physical gesture and affect on demand, the stamina to play a leading role in a multi-act play up to eight times a week. The skills of affective subjectivity Martin Julien in All Good Things (Vertical City Performance 2013-16) .
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I think it is important to begin a more thorough conversation about the challenges and pitfalls-as well as the potential advantages-of researchers working in tandem with actors.
that result in performances of striking empathy, concordance, and charisma are even harder to identify and affirm. My experience of three decades in 'the business' suggests to me that the strong actor's performance in the established professional theatre is most often tethered to the expressive demands of behaviourally sustaining a satisfying and individuated, emotionally-driven appearance of 'character' over the arc of a traditionally narrative-driven dialogic story in the form of a play.
To put it baldly, and perhaps tiresomely, the actor's job is to inform and delight. Now, that's a platitude-and that's entertainment! The idea of research does not even begin to come into the equation.
So, the productive puzzle of "articulating artistic research" within theatrical practice is doubly challenging when it comes to using the talents and services of the professional performer as active components within that research. The actor articulating to and with the researcher-and vice versa-is a sequence and method of communication that must first be enjoined and tackled before any such research may be successfully parsed and circulated. Looking at several areas of approach and activity, I find that the goals, language, and methodologies of vocational performers and academic researchers may be seen to be, if not antithetical, at least discrete and slightly veiled from one another. If one believes, as I do, that it is vital for certain kinds of performance research to ctr 172 fall 2017
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2. An integral component of an actor's resolve to professionalism is their availability. In order to work within the industry, an actor must be ready to audition, and work, at practically a moment's notice. (As a well-known Toronto actor is notably fond of saying: "My job is to audition. Occasionally, they pay me to act.") It is easy, and not altogether wrong, to think that what separates the professional actor from the amateur is talent and luck. Equally salient, however, is the decision and commitment by the professional to simply not pursue other serious vocational options while seeking employment as an actor. Although many actors in the business cultivate other workplace skills to supplement their income on a part-time basis during lean times, this choice is distinctly different from the daily and weekly obligations that come from being a physician, a lawyer, a banker, an electrician, or a tenure-stream professor. So, when primary researchers and seasoned performers gather to discuss the scheduling that any given project might entail, it is important to recognize that every booked hour, half-day, full-day, or week is, for actors, time that they no longer have available to search for other work, or to accept alternate bookings that may be more remunerative.
compel experimentation with and through the skills, experience, and discipline of dedicated professional performers, then I think it is important to begin a more thorough conversation about the challenges and pitfalls-as well as the potential advantages-of researchers working in tandem with actors. As an incitement to this provocation, I will briefly speculate on three areas of concern: remuneration, scheduling, and … desire.
1. It can never be reiterated enough that the prime directive for the professional actor is to get paid. (The most convincing explanation I know of for the mysterious phrase "break a leg" as an inducement to good luck on the stage comes from the West End music halls and vaudeville: you would only be paid if your foot 'broke' through the tall, narrow curtain-called a 'leg'-that separated the wings from the stage, and therefore was seen by the audience. To be seen onstage, even briefly, was to be paid.) In a social and economic environment where there are far more amateurs and students dedicated to the craft of acting than there are professionals, it is easy to forget that vocational actors, whether celebrated or journeymen, are committed to making a living through their work. Almost invariably, performance researchers in universities and colleges are salaried, contractually waged, and/or claiming income from a subsidized grant, fellowship, or award. In assessing the financial needs of professional performer-researchers, it is important to consider these individuals as self-employed 
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Of course, the above points do not take into account the happy fact that there are more and more professional performance practitioners in North America who are also researchers, and there are more funded researchers who are seriously honing their 'chops.' As a life-long professional actor, I have always been keenly interested in the areas of my practice that do not necessarily respond to simple notions of proficiency or effect, and it has been a distinct pleasure and revelation to lately combine my performance and executive skills with my interrogative and clinical ones, working with such Canadian companies as Vertical City and Nightswimming. That being said, I have noted a personal propensity inside of this work that arouses a new region of inquiry for me, one that might prove instrumental to the question of articulating research that stems from, and through, performance. I have noticed this: that my desire and ability to create and/or construct knowledgethat is, to 'speak' and 'write'-about my work as a performer/researcher is far more robust in those projects where I remain mostly outside the exigencies of actually performing. This is especially true after the fact, once the performative experiment has concluded in situ, and when data, theorizing, and all manner of epistemological reckonings have become the content asked for.
Might there be something about the subjectively bounded experience of 'acting'-whether in a purely derivative entertainment or a skillfully calculated experiment-that discourages, or at least modifies, the ability to assess and disperse information about that 'acting'? Articulating skill, immersion, power, and affect has been a difficult task even within the profession; articulating such elusive qualities within the rubric of research may prove just as demanding.
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The conversation about what the researcher and what the actor want, or in fact need, from an experimental engagement can be a tricky one to negotiate, as each party may have very different unstated goals and differing language around effect, efficacy, and result. As a simplified example, many actors regard the idea of failure and accident as being contrary to their aims and desire as professionals. For most actors coming from the traditional theatre, (as most still do, in Canada), a prime directive is to codify and control their performances so that they are exact and repeatable. Repetition and mastery are the cornerstones of conventional success, even though qualities as ill-defined as 'inspiration' and 'spontaneity' are cherished as mysteries defying logic and precision. For many researchers, however-following the abundant multi-disciplinarity that often situates their work-the failure, surprise, discrepancy, and inconsistency that arise through experimentation are the very signs of success in the performance lab. The perceived distance between these somewhat hegemonic positions requires a thorough airing out during all the stages of a project's delivery; for it is here, I believe, that common language and goals can be invented and elucidated through a profitable contamination of approaches and strategies. 
